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INTRODUCTION

translate theoptically scanned bitmaps of text characters into

day by

-
proaches: template matching and structure analysis (Mori,

is to reduce the complexity of matching by projecting

analysis approach is to analyze the variation of shapes of

analysis approach can be applied to recognize handwritten

on statistical, matching, transform and shape features
,

-

-

features with a set of rules that can distinguish each

transforms document formatted data into document images,
then stores these images and their corresponding features in

-

a duplicate document image from the database, users input

users the duplicate document image whose image features
are similar to those of the query document image (Nagy &

-

character typesaccording to thecondition that fourbase lines
cross each text line, and uses the codes as the feature of the

from one document, assigned this region to the template
(signature generation), and then scanned this template over

-
pears in the second document (signature matching), the two

-
passing all of the horizontal and vertical lines in the form is

where each cell was created by the maximal grid, was cal-
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of document framesets based on their grid representations is

of each component block containing a paragraph text image
in a duplicate document image and its relative location as

The approaches mentioned previously are only suitable

The characteristics of Chinese characters are quite different

Chinese characters are much more complicated than those

a line segment feature to represent a character image block
and presented a duplicate Chinese document image retrieval

short article is to give a brief overview of the duplicate

BACKGROUND

Traditional information retrieval methods use keywords

keywords is tedious or even impossible for a large image

meanwhile, some methods are applied to extract the features

1997):

• Robust:Thefeatures shouldbe reliablyextractedeven

• Unique: The extracted features can distinguish each

• Compact: The storage capacity required to hold the

• Fast: The system needs a quick response with an

• Scalable:

• Accurate:Thesystemshouldaccuratelyresponsewith

qualities of document images, such as the scale, translation,

setupofascanner, thesameimagemaybescanned tobecome

of noises, it may be regarded as a different image from

and translation variants may be generated owing to placing
the document on different orientation angles or on different

will cause many troubles in feature extracting and image

A CHINESE DDIR SYSTEM

70
commonly-used characters which contain 52 uppercase as

images, but not for duplicate Chinese document image re-

characters is about 45,000
Chinese characters are complex, and many different char-

several major problems with Chinese character recognition,
that is, Chinese characters are distinct and ideographic, the
size of a character is large, and there exist many structur-

It is necessary to develop a feature offering an excel-

extra memory space, it is feasible to segment a duplicate
document image into blocks, each of which contains a set
of adjacent characters, and then to extract the features from

document image is much smaller than that of the charac-
ters in an identical duplicate document image, the feature

I. DCDIR System

Theproposedduplicatedocument imageretrieval system
approximately includes three parts — image preprocessing,

A. Image Preprocessing

When scanning a document to generate a duplicate
document binary image, the position of the document on the
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